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Summary 

 

The Roman Southwell Community Project is a not-for-profit community initiative that 

seeks to explore the Iron Age & Roman landscape of Southwell, Nottinghamshire and 

the surrounding region. 

 

It is managed by a working committee made up of local people, and is supported 

professionally by MBArchaeology and Involve Heritage CIC. 

 

The project is entirely self-funding, with all project costs being funded via public 

support and donations, sponsorship from local businesses, small grant awards and 

fundraising events. 

 

The 2016 fieldwork was funded by a public crowdfunding campaign undertaken by 

the project committee, with support from Involve Heritage CIC and MBArchaeology. 

 

Fieldwork ran between July – October 2016, and included excavation and finds 

analysis sessions.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The 2016 fieldwork season formed Phase Four of the wider project, and comprised 

excavations in two specific areas of Southwell, Nottinghamshire. These were on 

Harvey’s Field (where the 2015 Season excavations were also located) and at the 

residential area of Farthingate. 

 

Test-pits were excavated in several gardens along Farthingate, as well as on the north-

east side of the Potwell Dyke. A trial trench was excavated directly over the top of the 

potential ditch feature in Harvey’s Field, identified during geophysical surveys in 

2015. 

 

Previous phases of the project include archival and documentary research, 

geophysical surveys and test-pit excavations on Harvey’s Field. The results of these 

phases can be seen at www.romansouthwell.wordpress.com. A separate, ongoing, 

phase of the project is exploring the landscape around the Roman fort of 

Osmanthorpe, near Kirklington. This phase of the project is partially funded by a 

three-year grant from the Nineveh Trust, and will be written up separately in 2018, 

when that phase is due for completion. 

 

The purpose of the fieldwork undertaken in Phase Four was to build upon the work 

undertaken in 2015 and to specifically try and understand the nature and date of the 

potential ditch feature that appears to ‘enclose’ an area of Farthingate, located on 

slightly higher ground to the rest of Harvey’s Field. 

 

The project’s working hypothesis is that the Harvey’s Field region was part of a flood 

plain, with the Roman villa situated in the centre of this landscape. Further archival 

research in 2016 saw the project publish a research article on the villa itself, which 

suggested that there appears to be evidence for a similar ditch on the opposite side of 

the Potwell Dyke. This may well have formed a flood barrier in order to protect the 

villa. The feature, identified in 2015 via geophysical surveys, also appears to have 

acted as a flood defence, this time for the area of higher ground on Farthingate. 

Therefore, a series of trial test-pits were excavated in this region and further along 

Farthingate to try and ascertain the potential for Roman occupation. 

http://www.romansouthwell.wordpress.com/
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In total, six 1m2 test pits were excavated along Farthingate and one control pit on the 

opposite side of the Potwell Dyke, its purpose being to explore the geology 

immediately to the north-east of the old river and to inform the potential for further 

test-pitting in this area as part of the 2017 Season. 

 

As in the 2015 season, section drawings were compiled for each pit, and a 100% 

sieving methodology was undertaken, with pits excavated and recorded in 10cm spits 

so as to gain as much information as possible. This provided both archaeological and 

geological information for both Harvey’s Field and Farthingate. 

 

This current Interim Report outlines an overview of the work carried out in 2016, with 

a discussion of provisional results. One final season of fieldwork is scheduled for 

summer 2017, after which a full archaeological report will be published, along with 

Finds Specialist reports on the artefacts recovered from the sites. 

 

 

FIGURE ONE: Overall site plan, showing location of the Harvey’s Field site in relation to 

Farthingate and the site of the Roman villa 

(© MBArchaeology) 
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EXCAVATIONS 

 

Harvey’s Field 

 

A slot trench measuring 4m x 1m was laid out in an approximately north-south 

direction over the top of the potential ditch feature in the region just to the north of the 

Farthingate boundary. One 1m2 test pit was also excavated on Harvey’s Field, located 

just to the north-east of the Potwell Dyke. Both trench and test-pit conformed to 

standardised archaeological practices, with neither being excavated down below 1.2m. 

The trench was excavated by context, with plans, photographs and height levels being 

taken accordingly. The test-pit was excavated in 10cm spits to a maximum of 1m 

depth. Both trench and test-pit can be seen on the aerial plan in Figure Two. 

 

 

 

FIGURE TWO: Location of Trench One & test pits 1-7.  

(©MBArchaeology) 
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Trench One 

 

Underneath the topsoil was evidence of mixed, modern deposits, including a patch of 

burning with frequent metal nails and screws and areas of dump / build up with 

occasional patches of tufa. Artefacts were very mixed and suggested fairly modern 

disturbance. Areas of alluvial wash / flood deposition comprising clays and silts soon 

became apparent, followed by deposits of degraded tufa towards the middle and 

northern end of the trench. 

 

A diagonal (approximate east-west) context edge could clearly be noted in the 

southern end of the trench, which corresponded with the edge of the feature noted on 

the 2015 geophysics results. The fill of this feature, which took the form of a ditch 

with gradual slope at the southern end deepening towards the middle and north of the 

trench, comprised degraded tufa and water-borne alluvial deposits and clays. A 

second cut was noted within the section approximately 1m to the north of the first 

defined edge, although re-digging / widening of the original ditch in history had 

removed the edge of this in plan. 

 

It appears that an original ditch was dug to at least 1m below modern ground surface 

(the water table was reached approximately 97-100cm deep) which gradually silted up 

through episodes of flooding, and was re-cut and widened at a later point. Dating 

either episode of ditch construction proved difficult, as little dateable material was 

recovered, and none of the ditch fills contained any artefacts at all. This suggests the 

area was uninhabited for a prolonged period, which fits the hypothesis that the area 

was waterlogged marshland, with a settlement to the north (the villa and its immediate 

landscape) and to the south / south-east (the Farthingate region).  

 

Two distinct layers of a greyish tufa sealed in the ditch fill deposits, and material 

recovered from these layers all dated to the Late 18th /Early 19th centuries, which can 

at least allow us to confidently say the ditch was filled in by the end of the 1700s. 

Archival and map research has shown that Harvey’s Field was used as grazing for 

cattle by the Harvey family from the 18th century onwards, with their butcher’s shop 

being located at number 56 Church Street. This fits the archaeological evidence 

recovered from Harvey’s Field.  
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The southern edge of the Medieval deer park was located somewhere in this region, 

and it would make sense for this edge to be the river (Potwell Dyke), especially if the 

land to the south of this (Harvey’s Field) was prone to flooding. Roman and Medieval 

pottery was recovered from the trench, but only amongst mixed deposits in the upper 

fills. 

 

 

Test Pit 5 

 

The archaeology and geology of Test Pit 5 matched those from test pits 11-14 from 

the 2015 season, and appears to give further evidence of the width and nature of the 

early river. 20cm of topsoil gave way to light-brown clays, with mixed artefacts being 

recovered from the first three layers. Four pieces of Roman tesserae and one piece of 

Roman tile were recovered from these layers. The tesserae were markedly similar to 

those visible under the bread pews in the Minster, and those shown in Charles 

Daniels’ photographs of the mosaic floors he uncovered in the 1950s – pale grey in 

colour and set along the outer edges of the mosaic floors. Two of the tesserae had 

traces of mortar on them. 

 

At around 45cm below modern ground level the soil changed to an orangey-brown 

clay (as noted elsewhere within the town as being the natural geology, for example on 

the Larger Green of the Burgage), which continued down to the base of the pit. No 

further artefacts were recovered. This may suggest that the old river course was filled 

in by using local geology, and the whole area known as the Playing Fields was 

levelled prior to the Grammar School being built in the early 1960s. Further fieldwork 

in the 2017 Season may add more information to this. 

 

 

Farthingate 

 

Six 1m x 1m test pits were excavated in gardens along Farthingate, at house numbers 

6, 16, 17, 18, 22 and 26 respectively. All test pits reflected a similar upper geology to 

others excavated during the project, with a layer of topsoil with mixed artefacts 

making way to a mixed geology comprising degraded tufa, silts and clays. The only 

difference to this was Test Pit 2, which was located on the opposite side of the road to  
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the other five pits along Farthingate (test pits were specifically located to target the 

side of the road that backs on to Harvey’s Field, and in the rear gardens wherever 

possible). 

 

Here, at house number 17, the first 50cm showed signs of being a fairly modern dump 

deposit, perhaps linked to the building of the houses in the 1960s. Artefacts were 

limited to pieces of CBM, animal bone, metal nails, glass and a couple of pieces of 

clay pipe – an assemblage that mirrors those found within the topsoil of all the pits 

excavated so far on the project. Below 50cm, and continuing to the base of the pit, 

was the orangey-red clay that is interpreted as natural geology for the region. This is 

the type of geology that is expected to be uncovered in the town if historic disturbance 

has not been encountered. Test Pit 2 therefore provided a good control pit as it 

suggested the type of geology that ought to be present in other local pits. Further pits 

need to be excavated on this side of the road to give a clearer picture, and that will 

now be a target for the 2017 Season. 

 

In all five of the other gardens that were explored during the 2016 Season, Roman 

pottery was recovered. The gardens were scattered along Farthingate, from number 6 

(which is close to Church Street at one end) through to number 26, which is level with 

the far boundary of Harvey’s Field where it abuts the Potwell Dyke Grasslands. It was 

a surprise to encounter Roman pottery at number 6 as the house is located in an area 

where no Roman occupation was thought to exist. In total, twenty-four sherds of 

Roman pottery were recovered from this pit, alongside thirteen sherds of Medieval. 

Roman pottery was recovered in every layer between Spits 1-6, and was the second 

largest Roman assemblage recovered from one test pit across three seasons of 

fieldwork. 

 

At approximately 80cm deep, a ceramic drainage pipe was uncovered, showing the pit 

had been subject to previous disturbance. Nevertheless, the recovered Roman pottery 

most likely came from the immediate locale and was merely disturbed when the pipe 

was laid. It may, therefore, even have been an in situ Roman deposit, but this cannot 

now be known. 

 

Test pits 3 and 4 were located in adjoining gardens, approximately half way along 

Farthingate and diagonally opposite house number 15 (Test Pit 2). The geology was  
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similar in both pits, with the topsoil giving way to degraded tufa layers mixed with 

silts. Artefacts were also mixed, but Roman pottery was only recovered from the top 

two spits of Test Pit 4. Interestingly, no artefacts were recovered below 50cm in Test 

Pit 3, whereas Test Pit 4 had artefacts recovered right down to the bottom of Spit 8, 

although these were limited to just one or two per spit from 40cm deep. Although no 

Roman pottery was recovered from house number 16 (Test Pit 3), the householder had 

found a Roman grey ware rim sherd whilst gardening, so there may still be the 

potential to recover further pieces in the future. 

 

Test Pit 6 was located at house number 22, and was roughly in line with where the 

row of pits were located on Harvey’s Field in the 2015 Season. Again, degraded tufa 

was uncovered below the topsoil and this continued down to at least 70cm. Roman 

pottery was recovered from five spits (spits 2-6) as were an equal number of Medieval 

sherds, but these were all mixed with artefacts of a later date. 

 

Only Test Pit 7, located in the rear garden of house number 26, revealed definite 

undisturbed Roman layers, and this took the form of what seemed to be a building 

rubble dump. This began to be exposed at approximately 40cm and continued down to 

70cm, where a degraded tufa deposit was revealed. The rubble dump contained 

numerous chunks of building material, including brick, floor and roof tile, large 

chunks of tufa and some large stones. Pottery was abundant, with 110 separate sherds 

recovered from the pit, along with two potential Iron Age pieces. Of these 110, 93 

came from the rubble dump deposit, along with a further 93 pieces of brick or tile. 

This pottery included numerous typologies, including a piece of Samian Ware with a 

repair hole in it, and part of the base of a colander. The only other artefacts recovered 

from the rubble dump were four pieces of shell and four pieces of bone. 

 

It appeared that the tufa layer underneath had been dug into to form a large ‘bowl 

shaped’ pit, and this had been filled with rubble. The spread of the rubble dump 

continued beyond the western limit of the pit, and appeared to be continuing into the 

adjacent garden (number 28). The householder at number 26 mentioned his previous 

discovery of what he believed were in situ pits whilst digging a land drain several 

years ago, and all were filled with Roman pottery and pieces of animal bone. These 

pits were located approximately 5-6m away from where Test Pit 7 was situated. 

Unfortunately, they were not recorded archaeologically. The geology surrounding the  
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rubble was different to any geology encountered in any of the other pits, and was a 

dark greyish-brown silt. This suggested the building rubble had been dumped with the 

soil, and therefore may well have come from elsewhere in the locale. Further test pits 

in the 2017 Season may reveal the source of this geology.  

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The 2016 season has provided the project with further information about Harvey’s 

Field, strengthening the hypothesis that the region was a waterlogged flood plain in 

the Roman period. The large ditch feature appears to reflect a flood defence drain in 

order to protect the southern end of Farthingate, exactly where the Roman rubble 

dump was discovered via test pitting. Unfortunately, the lack of dateable material 

recovered from the ditch fill does not allow this flood defence to be accurately dated, 

although the lack of finds may hint at an earlier date (ie. pre-Medieval) rather than a 

later 18th / 19th century date. It certainly does not feature on any early maps, again 

suggesting it may be of early date. The aim in the 2017 Season is to undertake a 

second trench on the area of the ditch where geophysics seems to show a second ditch 

channel running into it, and this may yet provide further evidence as to its exact 

purpose and date. 

 

The test pitting on Farthingate was a very useful exercise as it provided further 

concentrated examples of Roman pottery in the town. The University of Nottingham’s 

‘Southwell Peculiar’ project, in which four years of test pitting took place, revealed 

very little Roman material from anywhere in the town1, and so the evidence being 

recovered by the Roman Southwell Community Project is of great local importance. It 

further reflects that Roman occupation in the town appears to be restricted to the villa 

landscape, but that this evidence spans both sides of the river (Potwell Dyke) and not 

just the northern side where the villa was located.  

 

The presence of Roman pottery (albeit not in situ) at the far end of Farthingate, close 

to Church Street, is also interesting as it may hint that any occupation on the  

 

                                                 
1 Dr. Chris King, University of Nottingham, pers. Comm. 4th December 2016 
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Farthingate side of the river was more widespread than first believed. Further test-

pitting in the 2017 Season may again reveal more information on this. 

 

The dating spread of the pottery assemblage will hopefully give us a more detailed 

chronology, but the presence of potential Iron Age pottery is important, as it may 

suggest occupation prior to the villa’s construction. An Iron Age gold stater was 

recovered some years ago on the ridge behind Farthingate, and work on the old school 

site has previously revealed what seems to be 1st century material from that locale, 

and so pre-Roman / early Roman occupation at Southwell is appearing more likely. 

Again, more information on this will be gained when the 2016 Pottery assemblage is 

studied. 

 

 

NEXT STEPS 

 

Phase Five of the project started in November 2016 and will run through to the Spring 

of 2017. This phase will be a wider landscape approach to further investigate the 

Roman road between Southwell and the Roman fort at Osmanthorpe, Kirklington, 

again utilising geophysics and fieldwalking. 

 

Material recovered so far will be analysed by a pottery specialist. A working archive 

of material will also be created in this next phase, to be catalogued and stored at the 

Newark Resource Centre, with paper records, drawings and finds being available for 

future study. This phase has been funded by further fundraising events and public 

support, and a generous grant from the Nineveh Trust. Phase Six will then see a final 

season of fieldwork on the Harvey’s Field & Farthingate sites, due to commence in 

July 2017. 

 

Further electronic copies of this report are available as free, downloadable PDF files 

from: 

 

www.mbarchaeology.co.uk/publications  

 

www.romansouthwell.wordpress.com  

http://www.mbarchaeology.co.uk/publications
http://www.romansouthwell.wordpress.com/
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